Kitchenaid professional 600 parts diagram

A 10 speed mixer made by KitchenAid in KitchenAid Professional These are some common
tools used to work on this device. You might not need every tool for every procedure. For more
information regarding common troubleshooting issues, check out our troubleshooting page.
The KitchenAid Professional is a 10 speed mixer originally released in The mixer is fairly tall
and heavy weighing 26 pounds and standing 17 inches in height. It also comes in a variety of
colors. This particular model comes equipped with a 6 quart stainless steel bowl and can
support several attachments such as a wire whisk and dough hook. Since , KitchenAid has
continued the production of the series. KitchenAid has made a few modifications compared to
the Professional that was made 10 years ago, but fundamentally they are all the same.
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Questions Ask a Question. Tools These are some common tools used to work on this device.
Background and Identification. Additional Information. View Statistics:. Planetary Drive head
keeps falling out during use KitchenAid Professional Adjusting Bowl on kitchen aid pro
KitchenAid Professional KitchenAid Professional mixer not turning on? Sears PartsDirect is
your source for KitchenAid appliance components. Use the search bar to find the precise part
required for your project. If your KitchenAid dishwasher is leaking, the problem likely results
from faulty gaskets and door seals. These can wear out over time, so it's a good idea to replace
them as soon as you notice any signs of leaking. If your KitchenAid refrigerator isn't making
ice, it's probably time for a new ice maker assembly and housing. Over time, the mold in which
the cubes are formed can corrode, resulting in a poorly operating machine. It's very important
to unplug the fridge and use safety gloves when replacing this part. While troubleshooting your
KitchenAid appliances, you don't want to neglect your outdoor gas grill. If the grill isn't heating
sufficiently and the flames aren't rising like they should, you may need to invest in a new
regulator. According to KitchenAid, the life expectancy of a KitchenAid stand mixer varies
greatly, depending on details such as the number of persons using it, what it is being used for
and many other factors. If the mixer isn't operating at all, there are a handful of main
components that should be checked, such as the carbon motor brushes, phase control board
and speed control plate. Sears PartsDirect is an easy choice for all your KitchenAid component
needs. Utilize the easy-to-use parts search function to find exactly what you need and get the
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According to KitchenAid, the life expectancy of a KitchenAid stand mixer varies greatly,
depending on details such as the number of persons using it, what it is being used for and
many other factors. This is the component that, driven by the vertical shaft and pinion gear,
rotates the attachment of your KitchenAid stand mixer. If this piece is not rotating, it may need
to be replaced. This is a fixed gear that is used by the worm gear to spin the beater attachment
of your KitchenAid stand mixer. The beater attachment must be replaced if it is broken or
damaged in any way as it is a crucial component of the working parts of a stand mixer. The
main causes of carbon motor brush issues are chips, heavy wear and burrs. Check that your
motor brushes are in good working condition. If you notice wear, chips or burrs anywhere on
the brushes, they need to be replaced in order for your stand mixer to return to good working
order. Phase control boardâ€”The phase control board controls motor speed by working with
the governor and control plate of your mixer. The phase control board needs to be replaced if it
is stopping your mixer from running. Speed control plateâ€”The speed control plate on a stand
mixer works in conjunction with the phase control board, governor and switch lever to control
the speed of the motor, and therefore, the speed of the mixer. If your speed control plate is
malfunctioning, it needs to be replaced for proper operation Where to order your new
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Professional KitchenAid mixers were developed in by the Hobart Manufacturing Company. The
ten quart C model was the first to have the KitchenAid name. The stand mixer was invented by
Herbert Johnston, an engineer who worked at the Hobart Corporation. It took him about 6 years
to come up with this smaller stand mixer. The company came out with this smaller version in
called the H-5, which was marketed for home use. The result was the Model K. Since then the
design has remained relatively unchanged and it is registered with the U. Because of this, there
is cross-generational attachment compatibility. This only applies to certain attachments. The
two key styles of mixers today are the bowl lift design and the tilt head model. The models
people are most familiar with are the 4. Fix Your Stuff. KitchenAid Mixer Repair. Show Other
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turn on? Here are the diagrams and repair parts for KitchenAid KP26M1XSL5 6-quart
professional stand mixer with bowl lift, as well as links to manuals and error code tables, if
available. For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section.
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phase control board works with the governor and control plate to control motor speed. Replace
the phase control board if defective. Learn how to use a multimeter to check for wiring
problems in an appliance that's not working. There are a couple of ways to find the part or
diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Stand mixer washer
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attachment parts. Need help? Close Start Chat. Quick Links. Table of Contents. The use of
attachments not recommended or sold by KitchenAid may cause fire, electrical shock, or injury.
Do not use the Stand Mixer outdoors. Do not let the cord hang over edge of table or counter.
Remove flat beater, Flex Edge beater, wire whip, or spiral dough hook from Stand Mixer before
washing. For best performance, please go through these quick steps before using your Stand
Mixer. Under heavy loads with extended mixing time periods, you may not be able to
comfortably touch the top of the Stand Mixer. This is normal. The Stand Mixer motor may emit a
pungent odor during initial operation. Or, clean them thoroughly in hot sudsy water and rinse
completely before drying. Do not store beaters on shaft. Therefore, the mixing time in most
recipes must be adjusted to avoid over-beating. With cakes, for example, beating time may be
half as long as with other stand mixers. So watch to avoid is removed. Page Bread-Making Tips
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way to find parts for kitchenaid kp26m1xer5 is by clicking one of the diagrams below. If youre
not sure which replacement parts are right for your kitchen appliance visit the kitchenaid
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Disclaimer. Mixers are heavy. This is a very convenient option, especially if you do not live near
an authorized service facility. Please note that your warranty will not cover any damage or
problems that may arise from self-repair. If you would like to download or view product
literature for your appliance, please visit our Manuals and Literature page. Thank you for your
inquiry. Our chat service hours are Monday - Friday from 8 a. If you are trying within the service
hours and are still seeing this message, please try again or call our customer service line:.
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the bowl and flat beater so they can thoroughly test and adjust your mixer. Drop it off at a FedEx
location. The technicians at our factory will examine your mixer and will contact you with an
estimate of the repair. Your mixer will be returned to you when repaired. Our factory and contact
centers do not sell internal parts directly to consumers for repair. Link Example. Email me a
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marketing communications from the KitchenAid brand or its affiliated brands. For more
information about our privacy practices and a list of our affiliated brands, please read our
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offers the capacity to make up to 13 dozen cookies in a single batch and 10 speeds to
thoroughly mix, knead and whip ingredients quickly and easily. For even more versatility, use
the power hub to turn your stand mixer into a culinary center with over 10 optional hub powered
attachments, from food grinders to pasta makers and more. Turn your stand mixer into the
culinary center of your kitchen. With over 10 different attachments, you can make everything
from fresh pasta to burgers, veggie noodles, ice cream and more. Offers enough capacity to mix
dough for 13 dozen cookies, 8 loaves of bread or 8 pounds of mashed potatoes in a single
batch. Provides sturdy bowl support for stability when mixing heavy ingredients or large
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Specifications Dimensions. Configuration and Overview. Mixer Type. Mixing Speeds. Pouring
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